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1.

What action of Caesar started, in effect, the Roman Civil War?
(A) murdering Marc Antony (B) fighting a war in Gaul (C) laying down his arms (D) defying the Senate

____

2.

Regarding Caesar’s return, the commoners are generally ___; the tribunes (Marullus and Flavius) are ___.
(A) delighted, appreciative (B) distrustful, relieved (C) rejoicing, suspicious (D) despondent, jealous

____

3.

When the soothsayer warns Caesar to “beware the Ides of March,” he (Julius Caesar) ___.
(A) pays little attention (B) sends out a group of spies (C) has him killed (D) asks him for details

____

4.

Brutus’s internal conflict about what to do about Julius Caesar occurs because he (Brutus) ___.
(A) loves JC, but hates tyranny (B) is proud of JC’s success (C) wants power for himself (D) all of these

____

5.

Who are the “fat, sleek-headed” companions that Julius Caesar keeps around him?
(A) conspirators (B) trustworthy advisors (C) “yes men” (D) quarrelsome enemies

____

6.

The statement “I know he would not be a wolf but that he sees the Romans are but sheep” means ___.
(A) Brutus is taking advantage of his friends (C) Caesar is using his soldiers to help him rule Rome
(B) Brutus is turning the people against JC (D) Caesar’s rise will only go as far as the people allow

____

7.

When Cassius says, “Our fathers’ minds are dead,” he means that most Romans’ minds are now ___.
(A) weak to allow tyranny (B) strong, unlike their fathers’ (C) observant (D) as strong as their fathers’

____

8.

Brutus says that he believes crowning Caesar would give him a “___ like a ___.”
(A) sword, tyrant (B) sting, serpent (C) flame, dragon (D) talon, hawk (E) small fry, kid’s meal

____

9.

According to Julius Caesar, “___ die many times before their deaths.”
(A) soldiers (B) nobles (C) cowards (D) leaders (E) the undead, who die, or, like, something

____

10. The only arrogant action that Julius Caesar does not take is ___.
(A) refusing to come to the Senate when asked
(C) striking Brutus when Brutus approaches him
(B) claiming he’s more dangerous than danger
(D) talking about himself in the third person

____

11. Julius Caesar compares himself to the north star mainly to suggest that he is ___.
(A) intellectually bright (B) immovable (C) passionate (D) enormously great (E) a flaming ball of gas

____

12. ___ says that the conspirators can make Antony into their ally, but ___ disagrees strongly.
(A) Brutus, Cassius (B) Cassius, Brutus (C) Brutus, Casca (D) Julius Caesar, Cassius

____

13. Marc Antony compares the dead Julius Caesar’s wounds to ___ that ___.
(A) eyes, see evil (B) stars, are fallen (C) hands, reach out (D) speechless mouths, open their lips

____

14. The strong reactions from the Roman people during both speeches at Caesar’s funeral demonstrate ___.
(A) how easily mobs are swayed (B) the goodness of democracy (C) both A & B (D) neither A nor B

____

15. When Antony says, “These were honourable men,” he means that the conspirators were ___ men.
(A) just (B) loving (C) noble (D) dishonorable

____

16. Antony says that ___, by participating in the murder of Julius Caesar, made “the most unkindest cut of all.”
(A) Brutus (B) Casca (C) Trebonius (D) Cassius

____

17. Cinna the poet is murdered by a group of Roman citizens because he has ___.
(A) military friends (B) the same name as a conspirator (C) opposed tyranny

(D) powerful enemies

____

18. Brutus and Cassius argue, because Brutus thinks friends should be ___; Cassius thinks they should be ___.
(A) brutally honest, tolerant (B) communicative, quiet (C) kind, tough (D) loyal, blunt

____

19. Brutus’s last words, “Caesar, now be still: I kill’d not thee with half so good a will,” mean that he found it ___.
(A) hard to kill himself (B) rewarding to kill Caesar (C) easier to kill himself than Caesar (D) all of these

____

20. When Antony says, “This was the noblest Roman of them all,” he is expressing the idea that ___ was a ___.
(A) Caesar, great leader (B) Cassius, loyal friend (C) Caesar, honest man (D) Brutus, virtuous man

BONUS (+5):

What famous words does Casca use to explain that he could not understand what Cicero was saying?
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1.

What action of Caesar started, in effect, the Roman Civil War?
(A) murdering Marc Antony (B) fighting a war in Gaul (C) laying down his arms (D) defying the Senate

C

2.

Regarding Caesar’s return, the commoners are generally ___; the tribunes (Marullus and Flavius) are ___.
(A) delighted, appreciative (B) distrustful, relieved (C) rejoicing, suspicious (D) despondent, jealous

A

3.

When the soothsayer warns Caesar to “beware the Ides of March,” he (Julius Caesar) ___.
(A) pays little attention (B) sends out a group of spies (C) has him killed (D) asks him for details

A

4.

Brutus’s internal conflict about what to do about Julius Caesar occurs because he (Brutus) ___.
(A) loves JC, but hates tyranny (B) is proud of JC’s success (C) wants power for himself (D) all of these

C

5.

Who are the “fat, sleek-headed” fellows that Julius Caesar keeps around him?
(A) conspirators (B) trustworthy advisors (C) “yes men” (D) quarrelsome enemies

D

6.

The statement “I know he would not be a wolf but that he sees the Romans are but sheep” means ___.
(A) Brutus is taking advantage of his friends (C) Caesar is using his soldiers to help him rule Rome
(B) Brutus is turning the people against JC (D) Caesar’s rise will only go as far as the people allow

A

7.

When Cassius says, “Our fathers’ minds are dead,” he means that most Romans’ minds are now ___.
(A) weak to allow tyranny (B) strong, unlike their fathers’ (C) observant (D) as strong as their fathers’

B

8.

Brutus says that he believes crowning Caesar would give him a “___ like a ___.”
(A) sword, tyrant (B) sting, serpent (C) flame, dragon (D) talon, hawk (E) small fry, kid’s meal

C

9.

According to Julius Caesar, ___ die “many times before their deaths.”
(A) soldiers (B) nobles (C) cowards (D) leaders (E) the undead, who die, or, like, something

C

10. The only arrogant action that Julius Caesar does not take is ___.
(A) refusing to come to the Senate when asked
(C) ignoring a warning note from Artemidorus
(B) claiming he’s more dangerous than danger
(D) talking about himself in the third person

B

11. Julius Caesar compares himself to the north star mainly to suggest that he is ___.
(A) intellectually bright (B) immovable (C) passionate (D) enormously great (E) a flaming ball of gas

A

12. ___ says that the conspirators cane make Antony into their ally, but ___ disagrees strongly.
(A) Brutus, Cassius (B) Cassius, Brutus (C) Brutus, Casca (D) Julius Caesar, Cassius

D

13. Marc Antony compares the dead Julius Caesar’s wounds to ___ that ___.
(A) eyes, see evil (B) stars, are fallen (C) hands, reach out (D) speechless mouths, open their lips

A

14. The strong reactions from the Roman people during both speeches at Caesar’s funeral demonstrate ___.
(A) how easily mobs are swayed (B) the goodness of democracy (C) both A & B (D) neither A nor B

D

15. When Antony says, “These were honourable men,” he means that the conspirators were ___.
(A) just (B) loving (C) noble (D) dishonorable

A

16. Antony says that ___, by participating in the murder of Julius Caesar, made “the most unkindest cut of all.”
(A) Brutus (B) Casca (C) Trebonius (D) Cassius

B

17. Cinna the poet is murdered by a group of Roman citizens because he has ___.
(A) military friends (B) the same name as a conspirator (C) opposed tyranny

(D) powerful enemies

A

18. Brutus and Cassius argue, because Brutus thinks friends should be ___; Cassius thinks they should be ___.
(A) brutally honest, tolerant (B) communicative, quiet (C) kind, tough (D) loyal, blunt

C

19. Brutus’s last words, “Caesar, now be still: I kill’d not thee with half so good a will,” mean that he found it ___.
(A) hard to kill himself (B) rewarding to kill Caesar (C) easier to kill himself than Caesar (D) all of these

D

20. When Antony says, “This was the noblest Roman of them all,” he is expressing the idea that ___ was a ___.
(A) Caesar, great leader (B) Cassius, loyal friend (C) Caesar, honest man (D) Brutus, virtuous man

BONUS (+5):

What famous words does Casca use to explain that he could not understand what Cicero was saying?
“IT WAS GREEK TO ME.”

